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I. FEASIBILITY STUDY PHASES AND MAJOR FINDINGS

A. educational Technology Demonstration: Identification of th Pro.oltlm

11/01/76

In 1971 the Education Commission of the States became involved in the Educa-

tional Technology DemonstratiOn, a project using a satellite to broadcast

experimental educational programs to selected audiences in the eight Rocky

Mountain states. The commission's role in that project was to assess the

feasibility of multimedia educational services for people who work with

young children and to assist in designing integrated service delivery sys-

tems.

During this period the commission had firsthand experience with the diffi-

culty Of locating early childhood educational services. Despite efforts of

a staff to systematically locate these materials, there was no place whore

comprehensive information could be found. Indeed, the commission had to re-

ly primarily on its network of personal contacts to locate the services at a

considerable expenditure of resources. Paths would cross with cd-her protes-

t

sionals doing similar kinds of activities. The effort in the United States

was one of trial and error and not very cost effective. The international

experience followed this same pattern. Even the international agencies of

the United Nations and other international groups had no systematic informa-

tion about early childhood educational services and delivery systems that

different countries were utilizing.

Integrated service delivery systems refers to the multiple use of technologies
like TV, radio and printed materials coupled with human teaching or facilita-

tion for the purpose of presenting an educational program.
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Where information regarding some of the agencies and their work was availa-

ble, the problem remained of having to consult several different agencies in

various locales to obtain materials. The efficiency of the delivery of ear-

ly childhood' services is severely limited; and the upgrading of these ser-

vices is hampered when, in fact, there is no central place to finSthe avail-

able information and materials.

State and federal constituencies of the Education Commission of the States

were also interested in exploration of ongoing international activity in

early childhood development, as well as acquisition and dissemination of

these materials. The basis of the problem seems to be a question of how na-

tions, organizations and individuals within nations aequire and utilize the

products and services which exist. In an effort to make information about

early childhood development more usable, nations have increasingly turned to

more advanced communication technologies. Yet, as more automated processing

and retrieval systems are developed to improVe communication within a nation,

more effective communication has not occurrel because the automated technolo-

gies which have been used still rely on organizational and presentation me-

thods typical of the precemputer era.

What is needed is a new and flexible information service or network of infor-

mation services which facilitates the use of more effective services and de-

livery systems for young children.

B. Phase I -- Exploration of Interest

In response to these needs and requests, the'Education Commission of the

States began a feasibility study to assess and measure the felt needs of peo-
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ple around the world who were designing and disseminating early childhood

educational materials.
1/

The main purpose of the feasibility study was to detprmine if professionals

and parents around the world had a need and interest for inforzation in ear-

ly childhood development from their own and other countries. The feasibili-

ty study attempted to answer the following questions:

1. Is there an international need for easily accessible information on and/

or distribution of early childhood, materials; e.g., films, TV programs,

audio tapes, records, books, leaflets and other related resources?

2. If such a need exists, which countries are interested in participation --

which not, and why not?

3. If there is a need for a system(s) of information acquisition and dis-

semination, where should it (they) be located?

4. If such a system(s) is to be established, who should finance it (them)?

5: What agency, group or institution should advise, direct, formulate poli-

cy and guide decision making?

6. What agency, group or institution should nave tIle direct responsibility

of operating the sysgm(s)?

The commission's first task was to design a questionnaire to ascerain early

childhood information needs in selected countries. These questionnaires

were distributed to approximately 75 nations. They were administered to a

combination of communication experts, early childhood agency officials and

professionals. The goal was to get a cross-section of opinion both from

policy makers and persons who work with young children about information and

communication problems.

-3-.
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The questionnaire was administered in conjunction with staff attendance at

the Prix Jeunesse International meeting held imMunich in October 1973.

Staff discussed the problem with Prix Jeunesse International participants.

Further contacts with the Asian Broadca-ting Union, European Broadcasting

Union, Aternational Organization of Radio and Television (Eastern Europe), .

Asian Mass Communication Research and Information Center, UNESCO, UNICEF,

WHO and regional offices of the various international agencies were initi-

ated. Appendix A contains a list of these representatives.

Findings indicated that the participants agreed with the premise that an in-

formation service was needed. The high agreement among countries suggested

an interest in establishing an information system. Responses indicated that

Many countrigt would be willing to participate in the planning and imp10.men-

tation of a system. As a result of these study conclusions, plans were made

for an initial information system planning session of interested persons of

varying nations around the world.

C. Phase II -- Planning for the Design of an Information System

In Marci! 1974, in Singapore, the first information system planning session

was held. Singapore was selected by the participants for the meeting site.

The Asian Mass Communication Research and Information Center and the Educa-

tion Commission of the States joined forces to host the meeting to consider

the design of an information system for disseminating early childhood devel-
.

o ent services and delivery system information. Early childhood communica-

tion specialists, along with human services policy makers, attended from

Germany, Iran, Hong Kong, India, France, United States, Mexico, Singapore,

England and West Africa. A list of participants is.contained in Appendix B.

-4-
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A summary of findings from the first phase of the feasibility Study was pro-

vided to all participants as the major review and discussion, stimulus. The

purpose of this presentation was to explore potential plans for implementa-

tion. The problems of system design were clarified, and a number of strate-

gies were presented for beginning such an effort. The discussions 16d to a

con census of the following:-

1. That efforts should be concentrated on a regional basis, such as South-

east Asia, East Africa, the Middle East, etc. The number of regions

should be contingent upon availability of resources and upon identifica-

..--taon of regions of greatest need. The effort should begin on a small

scale in one region where early childhood is a priority and gradually

expand to other areas of the world.

2. That the regions includeSingapore meeting representation, as well as

Aab, South American and Eastern Europe representatives.

3. That ECS should identify existing regional information system efforts

and document their design and characteristics.

4. That the effort need not necessarily be limited to the early childhood

area of concentration during the preliminary stages.

S. That a common core of knowledge about early chi'dhood development should

be agreed upon, and the application of this knowledge should be flexible

in order to adapt different internal and external forces of traditional

mores and environments of the various countries.

6.
That the system should not only provide information about the common

core, but should also be able to provide training and technical assis-

tance based on local requirements.

7. That.ECS should present to participants at the next meeting a list of

early childhood development information areas of greatest need. This

draft should be sent to participarts for suggestions and further input.

-5-
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8. That, at a future date, an expanded group of appropriate national pol;-

tit..11 decision makers should be involved in the effort if it is to suc-
.

ceed. That participants identify national, regional and international

organizations which might be willing to cooperate an4 participate in the

effort.. p-
ow

9. That a critical factor-is funding. International efforts require much -

F

time and coordination, and ECS should identify major fdnding sources

that might he willing to support the effort.. The search for funding

should be within the participating group and outside the group.

10. That ECS should continue to serve as the catalyst of the overall,effort.

D. Phase III -- Finalization of Planning and Design of the Early Childhood De-

velopment Information System
0

In November 1975, in Hawaii, the second information system planning session

was held. Hawaii was selected by the participants as a convenient meeting

site. A list of participants iF contained inAppendix C. The Education

Commission of the States hosted the meeting to discuss a design plan for the

early childhood development information system and to arrive at consensus

on four major questions:

1. Which geographic, cultural and political jurisdictional areas should be

- established for the operation of an early childhood development informa-

tioh system?

2. Which agency or agencies should function as an information service and

delivery system clearinghouse validator?.

3. Which information delivery systems hold the greater promise for respond-

ing to user needs?

4. What funding ,ources are available to provide the necessary resources

for any proposed early childhood development information system?

-6-



The following was offered as designguidelines for continuing discussions of.

an early childhood development. information system.. These guidelines, define

the parameters of an information system, as well as their structures and
; ,

functions. Formulation of this framework 'wal in part.a result, of informa-

tion system literature 'review and,the Singapore discussions.'

Users

0
Ainformation system is established to deliver a needed service to a parti-

cular user audience. The potential user population of this effort is:

1. Early childhood profesSionais, including researchers, practitioners,

health personnel dealing with children, program administrators and pro-

ducers of early childhood materials.

2. Paraprofessionals, including day care and kindergarten personnfq.workini

with children.

3. Parents, thoSe that have ah interest and need for information on child-

..

hood problems and ideas.

4. Decision makers, particularly thoseyom all levels of government whose

decisions about allocations of resources affect the welfare of children.
4

Structure

Every information system has two basic elements, and a system for people that

work with young children is no exception. These elements are: (1) content

or service, and (2) the system of delivery for the service. Note the simplir

Lied and diagrammatic illustration on the following page.
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The first box, Input, hasttwo major categories:1

1. Need: This means that the Users !mist be able to easily and simply state

their informational needs into the system. The variety6f ways in:which

these may be transmitted or delivered will be discussed later- --

.. ...

i c. . A

2. Originatiun: -This pertains to the information or material itself.

/
Every information. system or network must have at least one or ms*e

points at which the information or material is deposited info-the sys-

tem.e In a few very specific areas of information science, this may be

achieved automatically; but more typically, the information is acquired

through a data collection process which is labor intensive.

The service bbx of Figure I is the most complex. The, subsystems of the set-

vice, when drawn sequentially and diagrammatically,,are:

'FIGURE II .

,Informatiort Evaluation Selection Analysis

User Need Storage Retrieval

Index4.ng

Correlation

1. Evaluation and Selection. In automated information systems, evaluation

and selection are usually different functions, but in manual or nonauto-

-8-
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mated networks these may be considered one function. The evaluation is

simply checking incoming information to reduce errors. Selection means

directing the large flow of raw infOrmation. These are both lou order

decision processes and are often done mechanically.

2. Analysis and Indexing. Analysis of information in a co:-..munication sys-

tem is a highly 'systematic task performed by technical experts, which

.establishes the value of the information according to its relative use.

This process stands the least chance of becoming automated in any future

information system because it is the most labor intensive. It is a *

judgmept-process.

3. Indexing. Indexing is the task of structuring information by specified

standards so that other,manipulations may be accomplished. The informa-

tion must have a measurable degree of standardization so that computers

or manual techniques may,seleet information from manipulation or retriev-
-

al.

It is noted that before analysis may occur, standards for indexing must

exist. This is a/major concern in discussing an international informa-

tiori neti,ork for peoplA that work with young children, fer it is a major

hurdle toward the establishment of such.a network.

Bibliographic control is the basic ingredient of organization. in all li-

brarjr and information systems. Jntil there is developed a cataloging

and/or bibliographic control system for nonprint informational units

that provides the sophistication to meet the indexing, storage and re-

trieval'needs of information units,,ihere wili be a formidable barri4r

in establishing any type of international information system. Likewise,

as long as the content of print items is treated differently than non-

-9:
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print, the user will have difficulty in identifying the total informa-

tional store available to him/her. A common bibliographic control'sys-

4P tem presenting information to the user on the available information in a

library.or system of libraries is the essential ingredient in interli-

brary communication and information networking. This issue seems to

have commanded attention internationally.

4., Storage. Storage is the point in the system at which a user's request

is introduced. Storage may be accomplished by one or a combination of

various types of hardware and media. This usually means some variety of

computer and standard information services; but in nonautomated systems

such as libraries, the function is executed manually.

For a nonprint medium, the physical items are becoming smaller and sim-

pler to store and use. User access to such material might be on a re-

mote electronic basis as in dial-access information retrieval sysfems in

which a switching matrix accesses stored video-audio material. Such in-

formation systems could carry large volumes of video-audio materials via

eleCtronic internetwork connections.

5. Retrieval. Retrieval means obtaining responses from storage stated on

program criteria based on user needs. Information retrieval is highly°

associated with the storage being the transfer function. The major goal

within the retrieval function is to match the correct information and

level of abstraction to the need and intenilcn-of_the early childhood

user, and both indexing and retrieval are directed toward this goal. In

nonprint, this goal cannot be realize4 until an appropriate system of

indexing and bibliographic control is devised. Storage and retrieval

..are made easier with computer equipment.

6. Correlation. Correlation is the last checkpoint in an infogation sys-

-10-



tem. It is the actual manipulation of information in automated systems,

based on mathematical, logical or statistical standards. In automated

systems, it simply redUces the opportunity for additional subjective

judgment.

Utilization of the output, the last box in Figure I, is the critical \

feature of any communications information system, for it is the purpose

of the entire system. Information systems are designed and built to sa-

tisfy a need or needs of a particular group of users. Yet, too many

systems lose the user in the complicity of their systems. Instead of

responding to needs, the system dictates them. At this level, many in-
,

formation systems seem to focus only on standard print materials, des-

pite the fact that most mass communications developments are occurring

in the electronic and general media. The continuing problem, though, is

the failure of information systems to organize and present information

that is relevant to the information needs of the user.

Implementation Problems

At another level -- the human level much of the information system's de-

velopment seems to be based on the premise that the introduction of techni-

cal refinements, such as high speed computers, will meet human and profes-

sional needs of users. Providing new electronic gadgetry is no sign that it

will be utilized, for the most modern of technological media do not escape

elementary. facts of human habit and behavior. Human needs and preferences

must be given top priority. Thus, in a systematic international early

childhood information network, the needs of early childhood users, both po-

licy makers and personygho work with young children, must dictate the vari-

ous elements of the service and the delivery systems.

14
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Some agencies have tried to overcome this. The International Children's

Centre gears their printed material to specific concerns: intellectual and

cultural differences of the users. They also provide personal assistance if

it is needed. The more successful of their techniques might be considered

in the design of an international information system for early childhood

caretakers and professionals.

One of the goals of the. United Nations' second development decade (1971-

1980) is to establish international computer networks for information and

data transmission, and they-recommend that early childhood development lead-

ers of all nations begin to lobby the UN, UNICEF and appropriateinterna-

tional bodies for a portion of that information network,

The majority of scientists and specialists prefer informal communication and

exchange through correspondence, seminars and,telephene, despite their im-

perfections and low efficiency. The degree of utilization of the system'by

users is often inversely proportional to the degree of their technical abil-

ity. The reason is a failure to take into account the varying aspects of

the behavior of hUman beings in communication processes. In this connec-

tion, information systems should be based on three major principles: (1) de-

velopment and building up of user needs; (2) any changes in the system be

based on need and be well received by users; (3) information presentation

design be carefully matched to user needs.

'Continuing Questions to be Resolved

The problem of no available source of early childhood development informa-

tion is twofold: (1) a lack'of systematic organization in terms of the

broad knowledge base, and (2) the inadequacy of presentation in terms of re-
.
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sponding to user needs.: Interest in resolving the problem remains high

among both policy makers and persons who week with young children around the

world. Even though the application of technology, pacularly the use of

computers in operating information systems, has been widespread, little re-

solution of the problem has occurred. The tendency has been to perpetuate

the same problems in greater quantity. There are several continuing ques-

tions that need to be resolved. Phase III of the International.Educational

Exchange Project was designed to respond to the questions. The major con-

tinuing questions the participants dealt with were as follows:

1. 'Which geographic, cultural and political jurisdictional areas should be

established for the operation of an early childhood development informa-

tion system?

2. Which agency or agencies should function as an information service and

delivery system clearinghouse validator?

3. Which information delivery systems hold the greater promise for respond-

ing to user needs?

4. What funding sources are available to provide the necessary resources

for any proposed early childhood development information system?

Appendix D contaips a more detailed listing of subquestions relative to each

major question. These questions served as a guide for discussions. The

sessions ao-ressed major parameters and concerns regarding each of the ques-

tions. Two working groups were formed from the participants and staff to re-

solve specific issues and reach recommendations on the plan and design of an

information system.

J.



Findings and Rec.ommendations

Out of these sessions a consensus of findings and recommendations were sum-

marized. The five major concerns 'agreed upon

1. That a centralized location for the early childhood information system

needs to be established. That this central facility would have the re-

sponsibility of gathering the information, organizing it, analyzing and

preparing the appropriate reports, and working with regional communica-

tion distribution centers for dissemination.

2. That any dissemination of the information should be done in a usable

form. It was stated that all too often information systems tend to per-

petuate esoteric reporting that is of questionable value.

3. That the information, system should have a needs assessment approach

which is ongoing and that results in the system's being responsive to

its user needs. It was recognized that many international, regional and

national information systems fail to respond to user needs.

4. That the central facility which houses the information system should

have geographic proximity to its users and have an international but

nonpolitical-character.

S. That the dissemination arm of the center should utilize existing region-

al and national organizations for its distribution activities. This

would make it possible for the existing regional and national organiza-

tions to utilize a central early childhood data base, but localize the

dissemination of that data base to the user needs in terms of anguage,

cultures and societal organizational needs. The chart which follows

suggests one.of the ways in 'which these concerns were pictorialized in

an operational sense. These particular components seem to be a consen-

sus of the group.



STEERING COMMITTEE

CENTER

Developmental
Program
Data

Communication
Motivation

Data

NATIONAL/REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

003003008300

USERS

Service Information

All information should be collected on a voluntary basis as a beginning

point. There are many centers now available in the world which have reposi-

tories of information which Could be called upon to build this central data

base. This information base should contain the following four basic knowl-:

edge elements:

1. Research studies on the substantive areas of early childhood develop-

ment.

2. Program models for, achieving specific developmental objectives.

Q
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3. Communication models for achieving specific educational objectives.

4. Motivation models for achieving specific regional, national and local

involvement objectives.

These knowledge elements should be updated through ongoing user feedback.

Some of the knowledge elements lend themselves to a storehouse approach via

a central location, while others may be more readily approached throug1

referral technique. For example, research studies on child development are

contained on limited numbers of documents making the storehouse approach the

appropriate strategy, while communication models like videotapes can be or-

ganized more effectively through a referral approach. .This approach is

utilized as a cost-saving strategy because of the expense.-and cumbersomeness'

of videotapes, films, etc.

. Delivery System

Two major products would be available from the inforMation system center:

(I) knowledge abstracts, and (2) application how-to-do-it kits. User's- of

these products would include scientists, parents, practitioners, communica-

tors and decision makers. Regional, national and local deliver: systems

would be utilized for product dissemination. THis would allow for pertinent'

language, cultural and societal organization modifications to meet local

needs

Organization

The central organization should Create the knowledge synthesis and prepare

the two major information system products. One existing capability, the In-

ternational Children's Centre, could be utilized as a starting point to meet

this central organization need. Early childhood development research and

early childhood program knowledge are ayailable and can be acquired. Commu-

-16-
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nication and motivational knowledge are less accessible at this time and

will require a more concerted enbYt-.,\

Regional and national organizations should bc, utilized in creating the how-

to-do-it kits or application products. They would also be used in the dis-

semination of such products., These organizations would provide the user

links and make user feedback available once the center is operational. This

strategy builds;upon a single centralized facility which houses the four re-

search informational elements, while utilizing existing regional and nation-

al organizations for distribution, dissemination and feedback. This ad-

dresses two major problems of information systems in A functional and effec-

tive manner: (1) the need fof a centralized facility with update capability,

and (2) an outreach system that lotalizes information for users based on

fering language, cultural and societal.organizational needs.

Follow-Up Activities

It was recommended traJ an advisory group be created to further develop in-

formation system plans. Mr. Mason, the chairman, appointed the following ;

persons th the advisory committee: Dr. Manciaux, Director-General of the

Intrnational Children's Centre; Dr. Grotberg, U.S. Office of Child Develop-

ment; Dr.. Peterson, Education Commission of the States; Dr. Emrich, Prix

Jeun6skt; and Mr. Coyle, the British Broadcasting Corporation. The assump-

:

tion was made that the International Children's Centre would accept the role

as initial organizer of the centralized information system center. ICC

would work on an operational_plan during the next 18 months. This plan

would specify how the center would operateTHOW-It would relate to the re-

.
gional and national organizations, as well as assess funding needs and how

those needs might be resolved.

-17-
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It was agreed that the participants of this meeting would act as the steer-

ing committee for the effort. A repdrt of the meeting would be disseminated

in early January; and then, in the spring, a draft copy of an operati)nal

plan prepared by International Children's Centre in conjunction with the ad-

visory committee, previously mentioned, would be disseminated for comments

to the steering committee. Once the steering committee had commented, these

comments would be incorporated in time for an April International Children's

Centre board meeting to obtain finalapproval of them by that board. It was

agreed that, in the spring of 1977, the International Children's Centre

would host a full meeting of the steering committee in Paris to review the

first 18 months of the opdrational plan and activities during that period.

At that time, final determination of future goals and objectives would be

finalized.

-18-
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II. FEASIBILITY STUDY FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

A. A Recommended Approach

The need for information about the development of young children continues

to increase. Basic developmental information about young children, as well

as programmatic information about whid, methods are most effective for sti-

mulating growth and development in children, is a shared concern of many na-

tions. The International Children's.Centre has one.of the better repositor-

ies of this information in the world. The Centre is international in char-

'acter, as well as nonpolitical. See Appendix E for a description of the In-

ternational Children's Centre.

The Education Commission of the States, a state-based organization of the

United States political and educational leadership, has over the past three

years attempted to determine which countries have interest in sharing infor-

mation about young children. Through these efforts, an approach enabling

any country of the world to share in a common pool of early childhood infor-

mation has developed.

It has been determined that the International Children's Centre, with the

assistance of the Education Commission of the States, should provide the

necessary leadership and resources to expand the existing information and

documentation capability of the International Children's Centre. A pilot

effort should be created to achieve. two major objectives:

1. To-create a repository of developmental information (basic scientific

information on the growth and development of young children from the

prenatal period to eight years of age), program information (information

on the best methods for stimulating specific kinds of development), corn -
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munication information (information about the most effective multiMedia

methods for dissemination), and motivational information (information re-

garding methods of involving and stimulating the acceptance and use of

early childhood programs at the state and.community level); and

2. To provide the four types of information to researchers or scholars, de-

cision makers (legislators, secretariats, director generals, governors

and administrators) and persons who work with young children (teachers,

physicians, day care workers, social workers, parents, etc.).

In order to accomplish these objectives, the International Children's Centre
4'

with the assistance of ECS could expand its existing information and docu-

mentation capabilities to include the following activities;

1. Focus the expansion on parent-child interaction and nutrition and pro-

vide bibliographic information for each of the four information areas;

2. Develop a better, network of contacts for receiving early childhood in-
.

formation from' interested nations;

3. Develop a better dissemination process with interested nations;

4. With the advice and counsel of the steering committee, develop sample

abstracts of nutrition and parent-child interaction information for the

three target audiences;

S. Make these abstracts available in French, English and Spanish;

6. Utilize the regional and national communIcAtion organizations fer dis-

semination represented by the steering committee of the project;

7. Develop a brochure for promoting the expanded services;

8. Maintain liaison with WHO, UNESCO, UNICEF, etc., for purposes of creat-

ing understanding about -the expanded services;

9. Convene a meeting of the steering committee during 1977 to assess the

,expanded services and determine future directions; and
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10. Evaluate. the number of users, characteristics of users, distribution by

country, and the specific utilization by the users.

The overall goal of this expanded effort is to make early childhood iisforma-

tion far more usable and not to create more and more information. How beat

to accomplish this goal will be the major focus of the project. Evaluation

criteria like the number of users in each of the target audiences, their'na-

tional dispersion, how they used the information, etc., will be established

to guide the future directions of the effort.

It is estimated that, with the in-kind contributions of the Education Com-

mission of the States and the International Children's Centre, along with a

project budget of $75,000 U.S., this e,fort could be initiated. In-kind ,

contributions would include:
t

1. Education Commission of the States -- publication of the effort in the

U.S.A., technical assistance and coordination of U.S.A. requests for in-

formation; and

2. International Children's Centre -- existing information and documenta-

tion capability, outreach /publication capability, and facilities.

':

A project budget would be used to pay for the following activities:

(1) Secretariat

(2) Documentation & Translation

(3) Mailing & Duplication

(4) Promotional and Travel

(5) Meetings and Conferences

$12,000

33,000

7,000

8,000'

15,000

$75,000
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It is anticipated that this expanded effort should begin in the fall of 1976

and operate through late spring of 1977. i:uring this period of time, plans

could he developed for financing the future operation of this proposed ef-

fort.

6. Major Fihdings and Re%..ommendations

The feasibility study.explored six questions about early Childhood develop:

ment information and methods for disseminating such information:

1. Is there an international need for easily accessible information on

and/or distribution of early childhood materials; e.g. films, TV

programs, audio tapes, records, books, leaflets and other related

resources?

2. If such a need exists, which countries ax.: interested in participa-

tion -- which not and why not?

3. If there is a need for a system(s) of information acquisition and

dissemination, where should it (they) be 16cated?

4. If such a system(s) is to be established, who should finance it (them)?

S. What agency, group or institution should advise, direct, formulate

policy and guide decision making?

6. What agency, group or institution should have the 4i.rect responsibility
a.

of operating the system(s')?

The study approach included three phases. Phase I was concerned with

Questions 1 and 2, the deterMination of which countries perceive an early

childhood information need and have an interest in addressing the problem.

Phase II dealt with Questions 1 through 6, with a primary focus on plan-

ning for the design of an information system. Phas.e 1II consisted of

finalizing the planning and design of a pilot inforAation system.
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'Although the.problems of access to early childhood information in most

countries of the world are the same, the willingness to expend resources

toward its resolution vary greatly. For example, in the United States a

continuing problemis hoi to systematize the exploding knowledge base about

young children. Numerous research programs contribute new knowledge and up-
:

date existing knowledge each year. Organizing this knowledge so that it can

be<setul to researchers, practitioners and policy makers is next to impossible.

Apart from the vastness of new knowledge, the logistics of obtaining coopera-

tion from each contributor to the knowledge base is most difficult. In con-
.

junction with this study, an effort was made to coordinate follow-up studies

of Head Start, After numerous meetings with the original'researchers, a

. cooperative study agreement was reached. However, implementation of the

_

agreement presented problems already described in this feasibility study.

The mechanics of sharing information about young children .in a systematic

manner a7.-e not readily understood nor pratticed to any degree. The specific

'findings of the follow-up study are available in a separate document.

The study during Phase I identified countries and persons }willing to- explo--.

how a more available and useable system of early childhood information might

be established. These countrier. , and individuals were shown.in Appendix B.

It was determined that communication agencies, both national TV ,and radio

systems, as well as regional consortiums of broadcasting and communication

organizations, were highly interested in the pursuit of more accessible and

useable information on early childhood development. Early childhood agencies

and professional persons concerned with early childhood development training

and :.nformation dissemination; both within countries and regional consortiums

concerned with early childhood development issues, were similarly most inter-

ested in addressing the problem.



A major barrier to cooperative efforts is, the perceived potential of UNESCO
in

and UNICEF efforts to systematize early childhood development information.

A great amount of frustration has built up around these efforts tc date.

Large amounts of money have been invested, but few notable improvements in

services have occurred. Because of these limited successes, there is great

reluctance to commit any major resources to remedying the situation. A

strategy was recommended and developed that included governmental entities

and countries, but relied more heavily upon informal structures within these

countries and organizations to develop impetus for responding to the problem

and changing the state of affairs.

Phase II of the study identified conditions that set the stage for system

design during Phase III. Important conclusions reached by %the participants'

during Phase II were as follows:

1. Any information system should be developed around regional identities

and, wherever possible, utilize existing system capabilities.

2. There should, be a common core of knowledge which can be readily updated

to provide a current, single source of information.

3. There should be multiple target users, including the researcher, the

practitioner and decision makers.

4. A concerted effort, once the system has been piloted and its usefulness

demonstrated, should be made to develop political support both within

countries, among countries, and among organizations responsible for

communication and dissemination of information.

5. Multiple funding sources should be explored, ranging from grant types

of funding to self-sustaining fees.
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Phase III produces findings and recommendations on how the system should be

designed and operated. Important conclusions reached were:

1. That a centralized facility for early childhood information collection

and dissemination should,be established.

2. That information should be highly useable and geared to decision makers

as well as practitioners and researchers in the early childhood areas.

3. The system needs to be dynamic and contain a needs assessment approach

which can continually monitor the kinds of information needed.

4. That the central facility which houses the information system should

have easy access to users and be non-political. That the dissemina-

tion arm of the center should use regional and country communication

capabilities. The communication centers should play an integral part

'in-'the design of the system so that it will share in its ownership

once it's operational.

Based upon these findings and conclusions, a pilot project has been estab-

lished with the International Children's Centre. It appears that struc-

turing an early, childhood development information system capability through

informal arrangements with countries and regional organizations as opposed

to working through official arms of government, whether they be state

governments or international governments like UNESCO, is most feasible.

This strategy appears to circumvent the apathy and bureauc-,.atic procedures

so typical of the more formal channels. The real test of this approach can

only be evaluated in the months ahead as the pilot system is designed and

implemented.
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Participants
Prix Jennesse International Meeting
Munich, Germany
October 15-18, 1973

Dr. Mira Aghi

Fernando Alonso

Education Cc-- cession
of the States

Departamento de Pro-
grams infantiles y
juveniles
Television Espanola

300 Lincoln Tower
186o Lincoln Str.
Denver, Col. 8o2o3
USA

Prado del Rey
Madrid/Spanien

1

-2

Elizabeth-Sheila Ghana Broadcasting Corp. P. 0. Box, 1633 3

Appiah-Nurai Accra/Ghana

Arthur Bader Leiter der Pressestelle 8000 Mtinchen. 2 4
Bayerischer Rundfunk Rundfunkplatz 1

Dr. Andre Berge President de la Federa-
tion Internationale des

4, Rue Brunel
P 75o17 Paris

5

Ecoles des Parents et
d'Educateurs

Fran kreich

Norbert Eittmarn Programmredaktion-PS
Bayerischer Rundfunk

8000 MUnchen 2,
Rundfunkplatz 1

6

Ruth von Blarer Redaktorin/Frauensendun- CH 8o52 airich
gen/Fernsehen der Deut- Postfach
schen and rtoromanicchen Schweiz

7

Sch-,:eiz

Rirsten Brathen Norsk Rikskringkasting Oslo 3/NOrWegen 8

Kristensen

Andrea Brunnen Fcrnseh-Informationen 8o35 GaUtIng 9
Rangstr. 44 1/2

Dan Mc("a'.thy Yea'', TV Schools and Station "A" 10
Youth Progr?rs P. O. Zox, Soo
Canadian Broadcasting Toronto M5W 1E6/
Corp.

. En!7.1ish Services Div.
Ont./Canada
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Dr. Henry R. 4, Place du 11

Caszirer Chateau
P 74000 Annecy/.
Frankreich

Judith Chalfen ACT- Action for Chil-
dren's Tclevision

46, Austin Str.
Newtonville/gasS.
o216o/USA

12

Peggy Charren President of ACT- 461 Austin Str. 13

Action for Children's Newtonville/gass.
..,

Mar jetty Crcnvall

Television

Educational Programmes

o216o

oo26o Helsinki 26 14
YLE-Cy Yleisradio Ab Finnland

Leon Daco Premier producteur au Blvd. Reyers 15.

Service JeunesSe-En-
seignement

B 104o Bruxelles
Belgien

Radiodiffusion-Televi-
sion Beige

Paul Danblon Responsable de
l'Equipe Sciences

Blvd. Reyers
B lo4o Bruxelles/

16

Radiodiffusion-Tele-
vision Beige

Belgien

Wolfgang Darscb,in Medienrefcrent ertr Pro-
grammdirektion des

8000 MUnchen 4o
Leopoldstr. 10

17

Deutschen Pernsehens

Frank Diarand Regisseur/Producer NOS/VARA 18
Omroepvercniging
VARA
Heuvellean, 33
Hilversum/Holland

.,

Dr.
I

Richard ':i. Dill Roordinator "Ausland" 8000 MUnchen 40 19
Progra=clirektion des Leopoldstr. 10
Deutschen Fernsehens

Verena Doelker Leiterin des Ressorts CH 8o52 Zurich 2o
Jugendsendungen Postfach
Pernsehen der DRS - Schweiz
Schweizerische Radio-
and Fernsehgcsellschaft

Ola 3du Nigerian Broadcasting Broadcasting 21

Corporation House,-
Victoria Island
Lagos/Nigeria

.1...,.

Dr. Albert Esser Leiter ecr Abteilung 757 Baden-Baden 22
Ausbildun7.sprogramme Hans-Bredowstr.
SUdwestfunk

30.
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Cynthia Felgate

Dr. Walter Flemmer

Philip 2. Fox

Gerhard Freund

Executiv1; Produc::r of
ProLra=es for Young
People
British Broadcasting
Corporation

Koo7.dinntor "3rz'Phung
undAusbildung"
Bayerischer Rundfunk

Education Commission
of the States

GeschHftsfUhre:r der
Interiel GrnioH

Dr. Elisabeth GLilffy Institut Central d'2du-
cation pour la Sant:::
Ministtire de la Sante,
Publicue

Jesfas Garcia
Jimenez

Nanbowles de Gasp6-
Beaubien

Enrico Gastaldi

Prof. Dr. Alexander
Giese

Michael Gillies

Josef Go "en

11616ne Gratiot-
AlphaneLry

Wood Lane
London W. 12

23

8000 XUnchen 2 24
Rundfun::platz 1

30o Lincoln Tower 25
186o Lincoln Str.
Denver, Co1.3o2o3
USA

40Boeo Munchen 4o 26
Nikolaistr. 15

Nepkbzt&rsasag 27
utja, 62
Budapest VI/Ungarn

Asesor Cultura y Educi- Prado del Rey
tivo de la Direcei5n Madrid/Spanien
de las Relaciones Inter-
nacioales
TelevisiOn Espanola

Canadian Association
of Broadcasters

Radiotelevisione
Italiana

Leiter der HA institu-
tionalisierte Studien-
programme
Osterreichischer Rund-
funk

Programme Officer
Independent Broad-
casting Authority

Leiter der Abteilung
Kinder- und Jugendpro-
grararn
Zweites Dcutsches
sehen

28

85, Sparks Str. 29
Ottawa, Ont./Canada

Viale az±ini,' 14 30
Roma/italien

A lo4o Wien/Osterr. 31
'Argentinierstr. 22

?o, Brompton Road 32
Lbndon SW3 1EY/2ngl.

65oo'Mainz
GroSe

33

pi- ofuz. de 11Institut 12, rue de l'Ecole 34
Fsych-.0ogie/Universite de M('.:dicine

Rena Descartes F 75oo6 Paris/
Frankreich

31.
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Prof. Dr. mcd.
Theodor HellbrUgge

Dr. Klaus Hc.rd,,

Dr. Ingo Hermann

Anna-Luise Heygster

Harald Hohenacker

Eanuel Isler

Lauritz Johnson

Dr. Eurfron Gwvnne
Jones

Jacqueline Joubert

Anncrose Katz

Dskar Katz

Jana Koihrova

Kinderzentrum und For- Boo MUnchen 2
fir Soziale GUITstr.

Pddiatrie and Ju,,ermedizin
der Universitdt MUnchen

35

Mit31ier; -des Stat1 4chn x 1199 36

Komi tees Fernseilell Adlcrshof
Leiter des Bereichs Kin- Rudower Chaussee
der/Jusend/Sport DDR
Staatliches fUr
Fernsehen beim Mi::ister-
rat der DDR

,Abteilungsleiter/Bereith
Bildung undErziehung
ZweitesDeutsches Fern-
sehen

65oo Yainz 37
Grote Bleiche

Bea uftragter fir audiovi- 65oo Mainz
suelle Systeme GroBe Blei,che
Zweites Deutsches Fern-
sehen

Erziehungs-Assenschaften
Bayerispher Rundfunk

Basler Nationalzeitung

Head of Children's and
Youth Programmes
Norsk Rikskringkasting

Producer, Further Educa-
tion Department
British Broadcasting
Corp.

Chef du Service des Emis-
sions pour la Jeunesse
Office de la Radiodiffu-
sion-Television Francaise

Journalistin

Vice-President Programs
CBS Television Network

Kinderfdrnsnhen
Ceskoslovenska Televize

32

8000 MUnchen 2
Rundfunkplatz, 1

CH 41o3 Bottmingen 4b
Drosselgasse, 11
Schweiz

38

39

Oslo 3/Norwegen 41

'Villiers House 4.2

The Broadway
London W5 2PA/
England

116, Av. du Pr61- 43
sident Kennedy
F 75790 Paris/
Frankreich.-

8000 Unchen, 82 ,,, 44
Guffertstr. 13

51 West 52 Str. 45.

New York, N.Y.
loo19/USA

16, 46
Praz/CSSP,
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TeleviziO

Hermann Kumpf::.Uller qirektor cieL Etayerinc:.en
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Leif Erik Lindeaard r'dito-/D-r
ment cf Ed_catien
Danmas Radio TV
TV-by en

Paul Lohr Loiter des inter-
flationalL,n Zentralinsti-
tuis fir cis Ju7.:nd- and
BildungsferneLer.
im Bayerischen Rundfunk

Zzabadnap ter,17 47
Budapest V/Unslarn

8000 MUnchcn 2 48
Faustlestr. 5

MSr::h0jvei I70 49
:0 2S6o 30oorg/
Dnemark

8000 MUchen 2
RundfurC4platz 1

Siegfried G. Ea old GeschaftsfUrer von 8000 MUnehen 2
Telepool Pernsehprogramm- Sonnenszr. 21
kontor'Gmbh

Elsa B. Marcussen

Laszlo m6.tai
Q

Manfred Meyer

Gerhard Moosleither

Gert K. MUntefering

ngeborg MUntze

fAohamMad Naficy

Dr..Vora
. Nowakcn:ski

Margareta Nyr6en

International Centre of
Films for Children and
Young People - ICPCYP

Magyar Radio es Televizi6

Internationales Zen tral-
institut fUr das Jugend-
und Bildungsfernnehen im
Bayerischen Rundfunk

ELT ERN

'rr

Leiter der Rcdaktions-
gruppen Rleinkind und
Rind/Westdeutscher Rund-
funk

Hamburger Abendblatt

Head of Children's and
Young Adults ProLrammes
National Iranian Radio
and Television Org.

Superintendent, Educa-
tional Yedia/Ontario
Educational Communica-
tion Auti:ority

.Producer o.f Children's
Prommmes
Oy Yleisradio Ab
TV-Cuntpe 33

50

51

Eidsvollkommune 52

N 208o Eidsvoll
Nor-,:egen

Szabadsag ter,17 53
Budapest V/Ungarn

8000 Y.Unchen 2 54,
Rundfunkplatz-1

8000 MUnchen 8o 55
Neherstral3e, 9

5000 56
Appellhofplatz 1

2000 Hamburg, 36 57
Pestfach. 566

P. 0. "Box,' 33 -too 53
Tadrish, Pahlavi Rd.
Jame Jam Ave.
Tehran/Iran

Canada Square
218o Yonge Str.
Toronto, Ont.
114S-2Cl/Canada

59

oo24o Helsinki 24 6o
Finnland
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gybille Obht

Olbe

"Monlka Paetow

Betty Winifred
Parsons.

GONG-Rec:aktiol. 8000 MUnchen 8o b1
Neherstra2e 9

Producer Curren-. Affairs' 1o5 10 Stockholm 62

Program.:I.cs Schweden
Radio TV

der Redaticns;r:ippen
Kleinkind und Kind
Westdeuthcher Rundfunk

Assistant Director
Austrplian Broadcascing
Co=isslon

Milan Pecanac Kinderredakt'on
Radiotelevizija Sarajevo

Prof. Dr. Jan Peters Universitat Leuven

Slobodanska Ri skulidi Television educative
Radiotelevizija Beograd

Prof. Dr. Fred Ontario Institute for
RainLberry Studies in Education

Vieri Razzini

Joie Rode

Robert Roy

Prof. Ulrich Saxer

, Paula Samar

Dr. Gertrud
Si=-^rd4nz

Peter Soll...ri.ler

Radiotelevisione italiana

Dramaturg in der Kinder-
redakt72on/PS
Radiotelevizija Ljubljana

Chef du Service Jeunesse
Societe Radio Canada

Assistenzprof. fUr Publi-
zistik/Universitat ZUrich

Pamilienprogra--4'
Belgische Radio en
Televisie

Familie und Schule
Bayerischer Rundfunk

5oo0 Koln u3
AppollhofplLtz 1

145, Elizabeth St. 64
Sydney/Australien

2, Salome 65
Alhabarija Str.
Sarajevo/JuLosl.

E. van 66
Evenstraat, 2

Takovska, 10 67
Beograd/Jugosl.

252, Bloor Street 68
West
Toronto 5/Ont.r
Canada

Viale Mazzini 14 69
Roma/Italien

Talkarjeva 17 70
6l000 Ljubljana
Jugoslawien

Case Postale 6000 71
Montreal 1ol, 'Que/
Canada

CH 87oo : :usnacht 72
Boglernstr. 63
Schweiz

Blvd. Reyers 73
B 1o4o 24txelles/
Belgien

8000 Mlinchen 2 74
Rundfun;:platz 1

Redaktor fUr Jur,endzen- CH 8052 airich 75
dungen/Pernhehen der Deut- Postfach
nchen und rdtoro:r.anischen Schweiz
Schweiz
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Erwin Scharr Jugend-Pilm-Pern- 8000 MUnchen 2 76

sehen' Waltherstr. 23

Alois Schardt Leiter der HA Procramm-
planung
Zweites Ilautc.chs Fern-
sehen

Schmid-Ospach Eva:,g(Ilischer Pressc-
dienst

Brigitte Schmude Fernsehcche

Pk

Karl Schnelting Programmdirektor Fern-
sehen/i:oordinszor Fa-
milienprogramm Fernsehen.
der ARD
Saarldndincher Rundfunk.

65oo Mainz 77
Grorle' Bleiche

6000 Frankfurt 78
Friedrichst.r. 34

Heinrich Bauer- 79
Verlag
2000 Hamburg 1
Burchardstr. 11

6600 SaarbrUcken So
Postfach, 1050

Prof. Dr. Herta Sturm Universitdt Freiourg

Paul K. Taff President and General
Manager/COnnec7icut
Educational Television

78 Freiburg-Merz- 31

hausen
Dorfstr. 3

24, Summit Street -.83
Hartford, Conn.
o61o6/USA

Margret Trapmann' Leiterin der Pressestelle
der Programmdirektion des

8000 MUnchen 4o
Leopoldstr. 10

84

Deutschen Fernsehens

Hilda Verboven JugendprogrammePelgi-
sche Radic en Televisie

Blvd. P.eyers
B lo4o Bruxelles/

55

Belgien

Birgit Weidinger Fernsehredaktion 8000 MUnchen 3 86

SUddeutsche Zeitung Sendlingerstr. 8o

Arne Weise Deputy Head of Children's
and Youth Programmes/SR 1

1o5 .10 Stockholm
Schweden

87

Sveriges Radio TV

Dr. Peter Werner Leiter des Familienpro-
gramms-FS

6600 SaabrUcken
Postfach, lo5o

88

Saarldndischev Rundfunk

Steffen Wolf Referat Kinder- und Jugend-8o22 GrUnwald ,

film Bavaria Film
89

Institut fUr Film und Platz, 3
Wad in Wissensci;aft
und Untcrricht
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APPENDIX B

Participants
International Educational Exchange Project Meeting

Singapore
March 1974

Dr. Mira B. Aghi
UNESCO
New Delhi, India

Dr. Ernst Bech(f
Management Expert
Division of Research & Planning
UNESCO
Place Fontenoy
Paris 7, France

Dr. Lee Burchinal
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Raul Cosio
Director of Diffusion
Ministry of Information
Mexico City, Mexico

Dr. Ernst Emrich
Prix Jeunesse International Foundation
Munich,. West Germany

Mr. Philip Fox
Education Commission of the States

Denver, Colorado

N

Dr. Edith Grotberg
Office of Child Development
Washington, D.C.

Dr.-Colvyn Haye
Educational Television Center
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Ms. Peggy Hostetler
Nueva Day. School and Learning Center

San Francisco, California

Mr. William Last
Ministry of Education
Accra, Ghana

Mrs. Lena U Wen Lim
Asian Mass. Communications Research

end Information Center
Singapore

Dr. Kambiz Mahmoudi
National Iranian Radio E Television
Tehran, Iran

Dr. Gerhard Maletzke
Deputy Secretary General
AMIC
Singapore

Mr. Ben Mason
Education Commission of the States

Denver, Colorado

Dr. Nathalie Masse
Director of Teaching
International Children's Centre

Paris, France

Dr. James H. Peterson
Education Commission of the States

Denver, Colorado

Dr. Wendell Pierce
Education Commission of tfie States

Denver, Colorado

Dr. Y. V. L.. Rao
Secretary General
AMIC
Singapore

Mr. Peter Seow

Co-director
Center for Production & Training for

Adult Education Television
Singapore
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International Educational Exchange Feasibinty Conference

Hawaii
November 1975

Dr. Lee Burchinal
Head, Office of Science Information

Service
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550

Ms..Juanita Carthy
Management Liaison Assistant
Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300

Denver, Colorado 80203

Mr. Michael Coyle
Senior Producer, Educational Television
British Broadcasting Corp. Television
602 Villiers House
The Broadway, Ealing
London, W.5, England

Dr. Homer Elseroad
Director, Elementary-Secondary Education
Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
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Dr.'brnst Emrich
Secretary General
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Office of Child Development
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Washington, D.C. 20013

Dr. Isabel Reyes Lagunes
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Instituto,Nacional de Ciencias del
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Mexico, D.F.

Dr. Kambiz Mahmoudi
Deputy Director General
National Iranian Radio Television,
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Tehran, Iran

Dr. Michel Manciaux
Director, Instruction & Training
International Children's Centre
Chateau de Longchanp

'Bois de Boulogne
Paris 75016, France

Mr. Ben Mason
Director, Planning & Development
Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
Denver, Colorado S0205.

Dr. Betty Parsons
Director, Educational Broadcasting
Australian Broadcasting Commission

Sydney, Australia

Dr: James H. Peterson
Director of Special Projects
Education Commission of the States

1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
Denver, Colorado 80205

Mrs. Peggy Peterson
Early Childhood Education Consultant

. Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Stite 300
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Dr. Ping-shu Sun
Acting Head of ETV Service
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Secretary General
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APPENDIX D

Major Question A: Which geographic, cultural and political juri:4ictional areas
should be established for the operation of an early childhood

development information system?

Subquestions

1. What major geographic regions are there?

2. What major cultural regions are there?

3. What major political jurisdictiuns are there?

4. Are geographic, cultural d political regions overlapping, adjacent and/or

functionally related in soni Way?

S. what are the commonalities among the regions ?,What are the differences?

6. Should existing international organizations be considered as the organizing

force (UNESCO, International Children's Centre, UNICEF, Asian Mass Communi=

cation, etc.)?

7. Should the information system be built around communication agencies and/or

agencies concerned with the needs of young children? What should the rela-

tive mix be?

8. What should be the interfaces between the organizational elementslof the in-

formation system and the varying geographic, cultural and political areas of

the world?
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Major Question II: What agency or agencies should function as an inforrtion

service and delivery system clearinghouse validator?

Subqgstions

1. What agency provides service validation functions?

2. Should there be an advisory committee to give overall sancticn to service

information?

3. Should an alternative-type approach be used in the selection of information

about services?

4. How will priorities be determined?

S. What will be the scope of review and validation?

6. What user information needs assessment will be performed? How often will

this needs assessment be updated?

7. What will be the validation criteria?



Major Question C: Which information delivery systems hold the grecer'promise

for responding to user needs?

Subuestions

1. What will the elements of, the delivery syStemncOntain?

2. How will user needs be addressed by the delivery system (both decision mak-

ers and persons who work with 'young children)?

,3. What will the mix of technology be in the delivery system cOnfiguration?

4. How will the delivery system be organized, given the overall organizational'

decisions of the information system?

4
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Major Question D: What funding sources are available to provide the necessary
resources for any proposed early childhood development infor-

mation system?

Subquestions

1. How will funding be related to the organizational structures, given the geo-

graphic, cultural and political realities of the world?

2. What amounts of seed money will be required for planning and design of the

information system and over what time periods?

3. What will the planning and design effort involve and how long will it ex-

tend?

4. Will the implementation of the system be a segmented one, beginning in an

area and working from a feasibility anal :'sis process?

5. What will the sources for funding be, i.e., grants, self-supporting and/or

assessments for use factors?



APPENDIX E

International Children's Centre

Basically funded through the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations

and the French government, the International Children's Centre (ICC) originated

in Paris, France in November 1949. The ICC is a public foundation and receives

monies from other sources, such as the World Health Organization.

The specific goal of the ICC is to promote the study of all problems affecting

childhood and the training and information of staff who work with children ,

throughout the countries of the world. The objectives of the Centre are:

. To assist in the training and information of staff wno work with children and

of everyone interested in the health, psychological and social problems that

are presented in different countries, particularly the underprivileged coun-

tries, by the development of young people: physicians, nurses, social work-

nrs, nursery nurses, teachers, children's magistrates, special architects;

. To promote and carry out 'research concerned with and bringing together all

disciplines affecting children;

. To work for the integration of programs for children and young people within

national economic and social development plans; and

. To cater for individuals and groups working in this field and to provide them

with documentation, technical advice and guidance.

The various departments of the ICC are teaching, investigations, research infor-

mation and documentation, and evaluation and operation. The primary function of

the documentation service of the ICC is to gather multidisciplinary material in

such fields as: emotional development; nutrition; growth of fetus, infant and

child; brain development; problems of health; family relations; educational and
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social problems of children and adolescents. The material is international and

national and is intended for use by economists, anthropologists, statisticians,

psychologists, elucators, teachers, demographers, physicians, cociologists,

planning and policy makers, architects, social workers, midwives, public health

and hospital nurses, epidemiologists and other paramedical workers, science

journalists and parents.

Likewise, the goals and activities of the ICC fit in with those views of ECS

which outline the potential users of such a system of information distribution:

1. Early childhood professionals, including researchers, practitioners, health

personnel dealing with children, program administrators, and producers of

early childhood materials;

2. Paraprofessionals, inc'uding,day care and kindergarten personnel working

with children;

3. Parents, those that have an interest and need for information on childhood
,.,

problems and ideas; and

4. Decision makers, particularly those from all levels of government whose de-

cisions about allocations of resources affect the welfare of children.

All documents. gathered by this service (whether books, journals or, reports) are

carefully abstracted within a short time after their receipt. ,Those articles

whxIi are considered as valuable are analyzed (abstracted) by a group of quail-

. /-

Lied specialists. With a current library of approxiMately 2,600,000 reference

cards dating back to 1949, the ICC distributes these references worldwide either

(1) in response to requests for bibliographies on a specific topic, or (2) they

are sent regularly to those who subscribe for this service on an annual basis.

Although this "handcrafted" (artisanal) method is time consuming, requiring mi-
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mute attention to detail, it does result in the provision of very satisfactory

Material to the users. This is the technique which would be used for dissemina-

tion of information if the ICC were to be assigned the responsibility of provid-

ing the material for the "information program on early childhood development."

The acceptance of this work would involve certain additional expenses for the

ICC since it would be necessary to:

1. Enlarge its information resources by subscribing to new journals and books

on growth, development and related fields;

2. Provide salaries for an additional full-time analyst and full-time secretary

in order to provide an even more rapid reporting of materials to those seek- \
ing information;

3. Establish links with existing programs in specialized fields, certain of

which are already automated, necessitating the installation of a terminal at

ICCKand

4. Enlarge itsisystem of diffusing information so as to reach the greatest pos-

sible number of users, which would require a larger financial outlay -- es-

:.

pecially for shipping charges. These expenses could be minimized by using

microfilms, even if the shipment of microfilms has to be accompanied by the

shipment of the magnifying apparatus.

The ICC works with two corresponding centers -- one in Dakar (Africa)' and one in

Rio de Janeiro -- which receive the totality of its file cards. Additional cen-

ters are planned in Algeria, Turkey and Vietnam. The ICC has a list of 25,000

people throughout the world who have taken courses at the ICC since its founda-

tion and a list of subscribers to the Centre's journals: "Courrier" and "Child

in the Tropics."

Therefore, it would appear that the Centre has the basic qualifications for un-
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dertaking this proposed task. Upon approval, the ICC will start by limiting it-

self to the following three areas: (1) parent-child relations, (2) interaction

of the child with her or his environment, and (3) relation of nutrition to child

development.
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